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Introduction 

Alcohol consumption by women is one of several important risk factors for breast 
cancer (BC) that may promote BC through reactive oxygen species (ROS) induced 
carcinogenesis. Alcohol metabolism is known to produce ROS, and epithelial carcinoma 
of the breast is associated with high levels of hydroxyl radical (.OH) modified DNA 
point mutations, single strand nicks, and chromosome rearrangement. Furthermore, ROS 
modification of DNA can produce the mutations and DNA damage found in many types 
of BC. ROS damage to breast DNA can be potentiated by accumulating iron and in 
conjunction with the diminished antioxidant defenses in breast tissue with advancing age 
thereby exacerbate the risk for ROS induced breast cancer. 

Our preliminary studies had revealed that alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH), 
aldehyde oxidase (AOX) and xanthine oxidoreductase (XOR) are expressed and 
regulated in breast tissues. Mammary gland XOR and AOX were efficient sources of the 
ROS, hydrogen peroxide. Furthermore, XOR and AOX were found to generate ROS in 
two ways from alcohol metabolism: by acetaldehyde consumption and by an intrinsic 
NADH oxidase activity of XOR and AOX. 

We proposed that: (1) expression of ADH and XOR or AOX in breast tissue 
provides the enzymes that generate ROS; (2) metabolism of alcohol produces 
acetaldehyde and NADH which can both be substrates for XOR or AOX and thereby 
result in ROS formation; and (3) ROS generated by XOR or AOX can induce the 
carcinogenic mutations and DNA damage found in breast cancer. The presence of 
elevated iron and diminished antioxidant status in breast tissue with greater age have 
provided additional support for the role of ROS in breast carcinogenesis. 

Body 

Our Original Technical Objectives And Current Status Are The Following: 

To characterize ROS production by XOR and AOX purified from mouse mammary 
glands. 

Much of our last year was devoted to characterizing the ROS generating enzymes 
XOR and AOX from rat mammary glands. This enzymology component has focused 
largely on XOR which has been purified and characterized in the mammary gland. In 
addition, expression and regulation of XOR in mammary gland has been analyzed. 
Importantly, we have observed that XOR in the mammary gland is subject to regulation 
by lactogenic hormones. These two aspects of the present work, enzymologic 
characterization and regulation of XOR, were recently published (see below). 
Characterization of mammary gland AOX is in progress, and AOX has been purified 
from the gland tissue. Characterization of AOX gene expression and regulation has 
progressed significantly in the last year as described below. Our present plan will be to 
couple expression analysis and AOX dependent ROS generation in the next year. As 
described below expression analysis of AOX and XOR has suggested that each enzyme 



may be uniquely regulated in the mammary gland and therefore responsible for ROS 
generation at different times. 

To determine the contribution of XOR and AOX to the damage and modification of 
DNA, specific proteins, and lipids in cultured mouse mammary epithelial cells 
and in whole mouse mammary glands. 

We began the studies directed at ROS mediated damage to mammary cells by first 
measuring ROS generation after activation of cells in culture. These experiments derived 
from those initiated in the last specific aim because they reflected the activation of XOR 
by additional mechanisms. We have measured the ROS sensitive fluorescence indicator 
dichlorofluorescene-diacetate (DCFH) in epithelial cells following activation by several 
cytokines thought to activate XOR or AOX. Presently, we find IL-1 inducible DCFH 
fluorescence can be inhibited in epithelial cells by allopurinol, an inhibitor of XOR. Thus 
XOR dependent ROS generation can be induced in epithelial cells by IL-1. This will have 
significant impact on the course of our experiments because the mammary gland and 
mammary epithelial cells are highly responsive to EL-1, and these data suggest that one 
consequence of this sensitivity is the generation of potentially cytotoxic ROS. 

Alcohol metabolism is anticipated to modulate gene expression in epithelial cells and 
possibly expression of those genes important for alcohol breakdown and ROS generation. 
Accordingly, we have initiated analyses of the promoter regions for human XOR and 
AOX. Presently these studies indicate that XOR is subject to very complex regulation in 
epithelial cells. Transcription can be induced from promoter fusions by (a) lactogenic 
hormones, (b) IL-1, (c) IL-6, and (d) hypoxic growth. AOX is also subject to complex 
transcriptional activation. Its basal promoter is activated by Spl/Sp3 transcription factors 
and the gene is sensitive to activation by several cytokines and growth factors. 
Importantly, in the mammary epithelium, AOX can be transcriptionally activated by 
TGF-beta and EGF, two growth factors with great significance to development in the 
mammary gland. Furthermore, regulation in the mammary gland is opposite to that 
occurring in lung epithelium. However, these studies do confirm induction of AOX and 
XOR gene expression in the mammary epithelium by cytokine and growth factors known 
to have important affects on the mammary gland and known to be affected by alcohol 
metabolism. 

To determine whether the metabolism of alcohol contributes to DNA and protein 
damage and modification resulting from the action of XOR and AOX. 

Studies aimed at examining DNA modification and mutagenesis during alcohol 
metabolism have not been started yet. 



Key Research Accomplishments 

1. We have identified mouse and human mammary epithelial cells that express the ROS 
generators XOR and AOX in cell culture (HC-11 and HB-4a.). 

2. We have cloned promoter domains for human XOR and human AOX and have begun 
to analyze mechanisms of transcriptional regulation in mammary epithelial cells. 

3. We have detected ROS generation by XOR in epithelial cells using cytokine induced 
DCFH fluorescence. 

4. We have purified XOR and AOX from mammary gland tissue in rats and mice and 
have extensively characterized XOR by enzymological criteria. 

Reportable Outcomes 

1. Mammary gland and mammary epithelial cells in culture express genes responsible 
for ROS generation. Importantly, genes for both XOR and AOX were found to be 
activated in mammary glands and mammary epithelial cells. 

2. The human XOR gene, encoding the ROS generating enzyme xanthine 
oxidoreductase, is activated in mammary epithelial cells by cytokines and hormones 
known to have significant affects in mammary gland development. Activation by 
cytokines was accompanied ROS generation that could be inhibited by XOR specific 
inhibitors. Thus, XOR has been found to be an inducible source of ROS in epithelial 
cells. 

3. The human AOX gene, encoding an enzyme highly related to XOR and capable of 
significant ROS generation was also found to be expressed in mammary epithelial 
cells. Furthermore, its gene was found to be activated by a group of transcription 
factors, the Sp family, known to be important for mammary gland development and 
to be of particular significance for alcohol metabolism. 

Conclusions 

The potential for AOX and XOR to contribute to ROS generation in the 
mammary gland and ultimately to BC has been strengthened in the last year. Both genes 
are activated in mammary glands and in mammary epithelial cells. Activation of each 
gene is distinct, therefore it is likely that they contribute to ROS generation at different 
times and following different stimulation. It is possible that that either AOX or XOR may 
contribute to ROS generation in the mammary gland during alcohol metabolism and 
possibly under additional circumstances. 
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Appendices 

A. The human AOX gene is activated in mammary epithelial cells by cytokine and 
growth factors. 

1. AOX promoter fusions to pGL3 luciferase reporter plasmid. 
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2. AOX gene expression is activated by EGF in the -930 enhancer domain. 
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3. AOX gene expression is activated by IL-l/IL-6 cocktail distal to the enhancer domain. 
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4.   AOX gene expression is activated by TGF-beta in a region that includes the enhance 
and distal sites. 
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Fusions of the human AOX upstream DNA and promoter were constructed in the luciferase reporter gene 
pGL3 (Promega). Deletions were constructed (Panel 1) to enable localization of the proximal promoter and 
regions responsive to various inducers. EGF was found to activate expression from an enhancer at -930 nt 
(Panel 2); a cocktail of IL-1 and IL-6 activated in two distal regions at -1288 and -1978 (Panel 3); TGF-beta 
activated from within the -930 enhancer and showed progressive enhancement up to a silencer at -2230 nt 
(Panel 4). These data confirm activation of AOX in mammary epithelial cell by cytokines and growth factors 
and demonstrate that each activator functions by separate activation pathways. 



B. 1,100 base pairs of the XDH up-stream DNA were cloned and fused to the pGL3 
luciferase reporter plasmid. 

1.   The XDH fusion construct (n.b. deletions have not yet been constructed as shown 
above for AOX). 
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2.   The XDH gene is dramatically activated by an Il-l/IL-6 cocktail. 
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C. BL-1 induces XDH dependent DCFH fluorescence in epithelial cells. 

1.   Time dependent increase in DCFH fluorescence following IL-1 stimulation at 0.1 
ng/ml. 
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3.   IL-1 dose dependent increase in DCFH fluorescence measured at 4 hours. 
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4. DCFH fluorescence is inhibited at 24 hours by an XDH inhibitor (Allopurinol), but not 
by an AOX inhibitor (Benzaldehyde). Low dose n-acetylcysteine showed inhibition of 
DCFH fluorescence. Higher doses of NAC are currently being tested. 
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Cultured epithelial cells were preloaded with the ROS indicator dichlorofluorescein-diacetate (DCFH) and 
were then treated with IL-1 for 0, 4, 8, 24, 48, or 72 hours using IL-1 doses of 0.1 ng/ml (Panel 1) or 100 
ng/ml (Panel 2). The percent increase in DCFH fluorescence over the untreated cells was quantitated by 
fluorometric analysis and data were normalized to the untreated cell fluorescence. All data represent the 
average of 4 experiments and all error bars represent the standard deviation. IL-1 dose was titrated to 100 
ng/ml (Panel 3), and it should be pointed out that the dose at 1 ng/ml is unlikely to represent a true biological 
response and may more likely represent an irregularity in the response or experimental error. ROS generation 
was partially inhibited by low dose n-acetylcysteine (NAC), and to a much greater extent by the XOR 
inhibitor, allopurinol (Allo). The AOX inhibitor, benzoquinone (Benz) did not inhibit IL-1 induced ROS 
generation. However, these data show that even in the absence of alcohol derived substrates, XOR can 
produce intracellular ROS that can be detected by the DCFH assay. 
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